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We all know that timing is everything. But we don’t know much about timing itself. Our business, professional, and personal lives present a never-ending stream of “when” decisions: when to schedule a meeting, pitch a customer, start a new project, go to the gym, and/or take a break. Yet we make those decisions based on intuition and guesswork. Timing, it’s often assumed, is an art.

In this provocative and entertaining program, New York Times bestselling author Daniel Pink will show that timing is really a science. Drawing on a rich trove of research from psychology, biology, and economics, Dan will reveal how the hidden pattern of the day shapes our performance and how to enlist the subtle forces of beginnings, midpoints, and endings to lead more effectively.

He will show how simple work rearrangements can improve your effectiveness; why breaks are more important than we realize and what the emerging science reveals about the kinds of breaks that are most restorative; how to turn a mediocre beginning into a fresh start; and how ultimately we can make time our ally, not our enemy.

This program distills cutting-edge research and data and then synthesizes it into a compelling session packed with irresistible stories and practical takeaways. Bursting with big ideas and enduring lessons, it will transform how you think about your past, your present, and your future.

This program will help leaders:
- Understand how their team’s and their own brainpower changes over the course of the day.
- Reconfigure their schedules to maximize productivity and creativity.
- Use the effects of beginnings, midpoints, and endings to lead more effectively.

Competencies Addressed: Decision Quality, Drives Engagement, Drives Results, Optimizes Work Processes, Plans and Aligns
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